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Superhydrophobic surfaces display apparent contact angles
greater than 1508 and low contact angle hysteresis with water,
while superoleophobic surfaces display apparent contact
angles greater than 1508 and low contact angle hysteresis
with low-surface-tension liquids such as oils and alcohols.[1]

Superomniphobic surfaces display both superhydrophobicity
and superoleophobicity. Similarly, superomniphilic surfaces
display both superhydrophilicity and superoleophilicity, that
is, apparent contact angles of about 08 with both water and
low-surface-tension liquids.[2] Patterned surfaces containing
well-defined domains that display both these extreme wetting
properties have many potential applications in fog harvesting
and liquid transport,[3] microchannels and microreactors,[4]

enhanced condensation[5] and boiling[6] heat transfer, and
the directed growth of thin films.[7] Further, such surfaces can
also serve as templates for the wettability-driven self-assem-
bly of liquids,[4] micro- or nanoparticles,[8] and DNA.[9]

However, the majority of patterned surfaces developed thus
far exhibit extreme wettability contrast only with high-
surface-tension liquids such as water (surface tension, glv =

72.1 mNm�1), thereby limiting the applications of such
surfaces mostly to surfactant-free aqueous systems.[4–9]

To expand the application range to nonaqueous systems,
especially those with low-surface-tension liquids such as oils
(e.g., heptane, glv = 20.1 mNm�1) and alcohols (e.g., metha-
nol, glv = 22.5 mNm�1), it is crucial to develop patterned
superomniphobic–superomniphilic surfaces. While there have
been a few reports on switchable superoleophobic–super-
oleophilic surfaces,[10] there are currently no reports on either
superoleophobic or superomniphobic surfaces that are pat-

terned with regular, well-defined superomniphilic domains
(or vice-versa). Recent work[1, 11] has explained how re-entrant
surface texture, in conjunction with surface chemistry and
roughness, can be used to design superomniphobic surfaces.
In this work, we report a simple, fast, and practical method-
ology to develop patterned superomniphobic–superomni-
philic surfaces that exhibit stark contrast in wettability with
a wide range of polar and nonpolar liquids. Using these
surfaces, we demonstrate the site-selective self-assembly of
heptane upon dipping and spraying on textured surfaces, site-
selective condensation and boiling with low-surface-tension
liquids, and site-selective self-assembly of both polymers and
microparticles.

When a liquid comes in contact with a textured surface, it
adopts either the fully wetted Wenzel[12] state or the Cassie–
Baxter[13] state, which supports a composite solid–liquid–air
interface. The Cassie–Baxter state promotes high apparent
contact angles (q*) and low contact angle hysteresis.[14]

Development of superomniphobic surfaces requires the
design of substrates that promote the formation of the
Cassie–Baxter state with both water and low-surface-tension
liquids. In recent work,[1] two dimensionless design parame-
ters, spacing ratio D* and robustness factor A*, were
discussed for the systematic design of superomniphobic
surfaces. D* is a measure of the air trapped underneath
a liquid droplet in the Cassie–Baxter state. For textured
substrates composed of discrete spherical particles (such as
those considered here), D* = [(R + D)/R]2, where R is the
radius of the spherical particle and D is half the inter-particle
spacing. The Cassie–Baxter relationship can be written in
terms of D* as Equation (1).[1]
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Here, q is the Young�s contact angle.[15] Higher values of D*
result in higher apparent contact angles [see Eq. (1)]. The
robustness factor A* represents the ratio between the break-
through pressure Pbreakthrough required to force the transition
from the nonwetting Cassie–Baxter state to the fully wetted
Wenzel state and a characteristic reference pressure, Pref,
given as Pref = 2glv/lcap, where lcap ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

glv=1g
p

is the capillary
length (here 1 is the liquid density and g is the acceleration
because of gravity). This reference pressure Pref is near the
minimum possible pressure difference across the composite
interface for millimetric sized or larger liquid droplets (or
puddles) on extremely nonwetting textured surfaces.[1] For
textured substrates with discrete spherical particles, the
robustness factor A* is given by Equation (2).[1]
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Any surface with A* @ 1 indicates the formation of a robust
composite interface with high breakthrough pressures,
whereas surfaces with A*< 1 cannot form a stable composite
interface, causing the liquid to penetrate the textured surface.

In this work, we fabricated superomniphobic surfaces by
electrospinning solutions of 50 wt % 1H,1H,2H,2H-heptade-
cafluorodecyl polyhedral oligomeric silsequioxane (fluoro-
decyl POSS)[1] and poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) in
Asahiklin AK-225 (see section 1 in the Supporting Informa-
tion). The highly porous, re-entrant, bead morphology of the
electrospun surfaces (D* = 15.9, see Figure 1a and section 1

in the Supporting Information) and the low surface energy of
50 wt % fluorodecyl POSS and PMMA blend (gsv =

11.1 mNm�1, see section 2 in the Supporting Information)
lead to superomniphobicity.[1] The surfaces display a high
robustness factor, high advancing contact angle (see Fig-
ure 1b), and low contact angle hysteresis for water (A* = 16.2,
q*

adv ¼1628 and Dq* = 28), as well as, for various low-surface-
tension liquids (see section 3 in the Supporting Information),
such as heptane (A* = 3.4, q*

adv ¼1518, and Dq* = 108). When
these superomniphobic surfaces are exposed to O2 plasma,

they turn superomniphilic, that is, q*
adv ¼q*

rec �08 for both
water and heptane (see Figure 1b). These contact angles
remain unchanged with time (see section 4 in the Supporting
Information). The morphology of the electrospun beads also
remains unaffected after O2 plasma treatment (see Fig-
ure 1a). O2 plasma treatment results in oxygen enrichment
and simultaneous defluorination of the surface as indicated in
the XPS spectrum by the change in intensities for the
oxygen 1s and fluorine 1s peaks (see Figure 1 c and section 5
in the Supporting Information) and the -CF2 and -CF3 groups
in the high-resolution carbon 1s (see Figure 1d) XPS spec-
trum. The surface is likely defluorinated because of the
degradation of the fluorinated end groups in fluorodecyl
POSS.[16] The change in surface chemistry and consequently

the change in surface energy (increased to gsv =

67.8 mNm�1, see section 2 in the Supporting
Information) upon O2 plasma treatment are
also confirmed by contact angle measurements
on nontextured surfaces spin-coated with
50 wt% fluorodecyl POSS and PMMA blend.
The contact angles for water decreased from
qadv = 1238, qrec = 1108 to qadv = 208, qrec = 08,
while those for heptane decreased from qadv =

618, qrec = 388 to qadv = 108, qrec = 08 upon O2

plasma treatment. This results in extremely
low robustness factors, A* = 0.8 for water and
A* = 0.1 for heptane on the electrospun bead
surface, which explain the superomniphilic
behavior after O2 plasma treatment.

By using a perforated stainless steel mask
possessing the desired geometry (see section 1
in the Supporting Information) or a photoresist
mask (fabricated using the novel photoresist
mask transfer (PRMT) method developed
herein; see section 6 in the Supporting Infor-
mation) during O2 plasma treatment, we fab-
ricated superomniphilic domains on superom-
niphobic surfaces. Our PRMT method, based
on photolithography, is extremely versatile
because it allows us to fabricate patterned
superomniphilic–superomniphobic surfaces
with different sizes and shapes easily. When
such a patterned surface (see Figure 2a) is
dipped in heptane (dyed red), heptane selec-
tively wets the superomniphilic domains
because of the extreme wettability contrast,
resulting in the self-assembly of heptane drop-
lets within the superomniphilic patterns (see
Figure 2 b and Movie S1). This self-assembly is

also assisted by the low contact angle hysteresis of heptane
(Dq* = 108, roll-off angle w� 78) on the superomniphobic
regions. Similar self-assembly of heptane droplets is also
obtained by spraying heptane on the patterned surfaces (see
Movie S2). Figure 2c–f shows the site-selective self-assembly
of heptane droplets on superomniphobic surfaces patterned
with either circular or striped superomniphilic domains. Such
self-assembled organic liquids can serve as surface-directed
microchannels and microreactor arrays for liquid-phase
reactions.[4,17]

Figure 1. a) A SEM image showing electrospun bead morphology at the interface of the
areas exposed and not exposed to O2 plasma. This image indicates that there is no
change in the bead morphology after O2 plasma treatment. b) An electrospun bead
surface (composed of 50 wt% fluorodecyl POSS and PMMA) that was exposed to O2

plasma on the left (superomniphilic) and not exposed to O2 plasma on the right
(superomniphobic). Water (dyed blue) completely wets the superomniphilic region, but
shows a high contact angle on the superomniphobic region. Heptane (dyed red) and
methanol (dyed green) also show high contact angles on the superomniphobic region.
The reflective surface visible underneath the droplets on the superomniphobic surface
indicates the presence of microscopic pockets of air because of the formation of
a composite interface. c,d) XPS spectra for the superomniphobic surface and the
superomniphilic surface, respectively. The elemental peaks in (c) correspond to fluorine
and oxygen, while the high-resolution carbon 1s peaks in (d) correspond to the different
carbon moieties present on the surface.
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It has been recently demonstrated that superhydrophobic
surfaces with superhydrophilic domains enhance condensa-
tion heat transfer,[5] while superhydrophilic surfaces with
superhydrophobic domains enhance boiling heat transfer.[6]

However, such surfaces can enhance heat transfer only when
water is the heat transfer fluid. Many heat transfer operations
(e.g., refrigeration and distillation) involve nonaqueous
liquids with low surface tension. Here, we demonstrate the
applicability of our patterned superomniphobic–superomni-
philic surfaces in potentially enhancing condensation and
boiling heat transfer even with low-surface-tension liquids.
First, we exposed our superomniphobic surface patterned
with superomniphilic domains to heptane vapors (by heating
a reservoir of heptane at 50 8C). Figure 3 a and b illustrates

how heptane vapors preferentially condense on, and wet, the
superomniphilic domains (also see Movie S3). This is because
of the strong dependence of heterogeneous nucleation on the
Young�s contact angle of the surface.[5] We estimate that the
nucleation rate for heptane condensation on the superomni-

philic regions of the surface is about five orders of magnitude
higher than that on the superomniphobic regions, based on
Volmer�s classical nucleation theory (see section 7 in the
Supporting Information).[18] Note that this site-selective
condensation in superomniphilic domains is observed even
though the Young�s contact angle for heptane on both the
superomniphobic domains (qadv = 618) and the superomni-
philic domains (qadv = 108) is less than 908, that is, both the
domains are inherently oleophilic.[1]

In our control experiments, we observed a similar site-
selective condensation of heptane vapors on nontextured
(smooth) surfaces with patterned wettability. However,
similar to previous reports,[5] we observed that the patterned
nontextured surfaces do not promote roll-off of the con-
densed droplets like the patterned superomniphobic surfaces.
Surfaces that provide high nucleation rates for condensation
(superomniphilic domains), while also providing efficient roll-
off of the condensed droplets, are important as they promote
drop-wise condensation over film-wise condensation.[5]

We also immersed our superomniphilic surface patterned
with superomniphobic domains in boiling methanol at 65 8C
(the boiling point for methanol). Figure 3c illustrates that the
methanol vapor bubbles preferentially nucleate on the super-
omniphobic domains (also see Movie S4). Surfaces that are
not easily wetted by the boiling liquid (i.e., surfaces with low
surface energy) exhibit a high value for the boiling heat
transfer coefficient (HTC) because they facilitate bubble
nucleation. In control experiments, we observed that low
surface energy non-textured surfaces facilitate bubble nucle-
ation. However, as reported previously,[6] the cavities (air
trapped) in low surface energy textured surfaces provide
additional sites for nucleation of vapor bubbles. Conse-
quently, superomniphobic surfaces are expected to yield high
values for the HTC,[6] even for low-surface-tension heat-
transfer liquids. As the heat flux increases, the rate of
nucleation of bubbles increases and at the critical heat flux
(CHF), the over-crowded bubbles coalesce to form a contin-
uous vapor film between the heating surface and the boiling
liquid.[6] This vapor film possesses a high thermal resistance
and acts as a barrier to heat transfer. Thus, it is desirable to
increase the CHF.[6] High CHF can be achieved by using
surfaces that are easily wetted by the boiling liquid (i.e.,
surfaces with high surface energy).[6] Consequently, super-
omniphilic surfaces are expected to yield a high CHF.
Surfaces that provide high nucleation rates for boiling liquids
(superomniphobic domains), while also efficiently preventing
the formation of a continuous vapor film (superomniphilic
surface), even with low-surface-tension liquid systems, such as
those developed here, are therefore of significant importance
for simultaneously increasing both HTC and CHF. Our
patterned surfaces provide an avenue for systematically
varying the domain size and the interdomain spacing in
order to study enhanced condensation and boiling heat
transfer[5–6] with both high- and low-surface-tension liquids.

We have also used our superomniphobic surfaces pat-
terned with superomniphilic domains as templates for wett-
ability-driven site-selective self-assembly of microparticles
and polymers. When a dispersion of UV fluorescent green
microspheres in water is sprayed on the patterned surface,

Figure 2. a) A superomniphobic surface patterned with superomni-
philic domains before dipping in a beaker filled with heptane (dyed
red). b) Site-selective self-assembly of heptane droplets within the
superomniphilic domains after dipping in heptane. c–f) Site-selective
self-assembly obtained by spraying heptane on patterned surfaces with
superomniphilic domains. Surfaces in (c, d, and e) have circular
superomniphilic domains of diameters 800, 510, and 150 mm, respec-
tively. They were fabricated using stainless steel masks. The surface in
(f) has striped superomniphilic domains of width 500 mm. It was
fabricated using our PRMT method.

Figure 3. a,b) Superomniphobic surface patterned with superomni-
philic domains before and after exposure, respectively, to heptane
vapors. The site-selective condensation of heptane vapors within the
superomniphilic domains is evident in (b). c) Superomniphilic surface
patterned with superomniphobic domains immersed in boiling meth-
anol. It is evident that the methanol vapor bubbles preferentially
nucleate on the superomniphobic domains (black dashed circles).
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water droplets and consequently the microspheres are con-
fined within the superomniphilic domains. After the water
dries, the microspheres are deposited within the superomni-
philic domain (see inset in Figure 4a), resulting in site-
selective self-assembly of microspheres (see Figure 4a).
Similarly, we obtained site-selective self-assembly of UV
fluorescent red microspheres in heptane (see Figure 4b). We
also obtained site-selective self-assembly of poly(vinyl pyrro-
lidone) (PVP) films (see Figure 4c) and poly(isobutylene)
(PIB) films (see Figure 4d) by spraying solutions of PVP in
water and PIB in heptane, respectively. We also obtained PIB
films of different sizes and shapes using our PRMT method-
ology (see Figure 4e–h and section 8 in the Supporting
Information). Thus, our methodology offers a simple route
to make precisely tailored arrays of microparticles and
polymer films of different sizes and shapes on textured
surfaces using both high- and low-surface-tension liquids.
Such precise control over the site-selective self-assembly of
particles and films can be useful in developing electronic and
optical devices,[8] patterned assembly of cells, and growth of
well-defined thin films and nanostructures (3D assembly).[7]

In conclusion, we have demonstrated a facile method-
ology to create patterned superomniphobic–superomniphilic
surfaces. Using our patterned surfaces, we have obtained site-

selective self-assembly of heptane droplets through dipping
and spraying. Such self-assembled organic liquids can serve as
microreactor arrays for liquid-phase reactions. We have also
demonstrated the preferential condensation of heptane
within patterned superomniphilic domains and preferential
boiling of methanol on patterned superomniphobic domains.
Such surfaces provide an avenue to study enhanced con-
densation and boiling heat transfer with both high- and low-
surface-tension liquids. We have also used our superomni-
phobic surfaces patterned with superomniphilic domains as
templates for wettability-driven site-selective self-assembly of
microparticles and polymers.
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